
form of recce (I can’t spell
recconoitre (?)) had
happened, boded well, and
sure enough the proof was
in the eating.

Mind you with such
excellent country-side -
God’s own county - it would
be difficult to sod it up!
Mind you sometimes when
driving around this area one
is amazed at the the
smallness of the roads, so it
was quite an achievement
to provide a road section on
the trail with white lines and
a width to be proud of.

Checks were varied and
according to Gibber too
prolific - so no problem
there! The normal pathetic
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Completely forgetting to
find an early bird Hasher to
guest scribe, and no sign of
our “Navel-watching
attache JM” (Lo-Profile
had sent apoligies!) to
capture one I am afraid I’m
stuck with me.

Last week, as Timbo
threatened to take the hare-
kit of bucket and mugs with
him, this week’s venerable,
and indeed veritable Hare,
arrived post recce and took
them in the Nick(i) of time.

This evidence, that some

hadn’t cut off a loop just
been running on hidden
trail!

Wanchor nee Poopeye
realized somewhat late that
he had forgotten to stay
with the pack and pick-up
dirt, so started going round
backwards to find some
evidence.

The memorable, if sad,
circle activity was saying
bye for now to Blachan, and
Dot (“NotMum.Dot.Dot”)
who may quit Surrey hills
for Dutch mountains and
eased our pain with a
mound of sarnies!

The co-hare, captured
from Licky-Dick,

debate about when to start
checking - only after finding
a check circle or (my view)
when there is no bloody
flour to follow - took on new
vehemence as some bugger
had been out seriously
hiding not only check signs
but trailmarks too. The “lets
mill around silently looking
for trail as we can’t find a
check circle and rules is
rules so we can’t call”
brigade were placated by
excavation of leaf buried
circular evidence. Dr Death
didn’t pick up the rubbed
out trail evidence despite all
warnings - but I did! The
most difficult bit was
convincing Puffer that we

presumably brought
Hindhead experience of
wise use of hilly bits has
neen named - Man w/o

Name - so hope that’s
perfectly clear. Pub was
good too.

OnOn Tequil’over

Spare  R ibs  and Sarn ies

Date 6-July-02

Hare SpareRib & Mw/oN

Venue Friday Street

On On Steven Langton

Our Hares (pictures save writing!)
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Receding Hareline:

Directions:

M3 to J3, A322 north towards Bracknell. Take 1st left, s/p
Bagshot and straight through the town to the end of the High
St. join the A30. Turn left (no R turn) then immediately right
into Church Rd. Do a U-turn in Church Rd back onto A30 and
turn left into the pub car park. Bring compasses, GPS
receivers, iron rations and survival manuals. Nice and long.
The SAS are asking for details. No poofters or wimps!

ALL  RUNS  START AT 11 AM  SHARP!

1423 21-Jul Gibber Ranmore

1424 28-Jul Sister Anna Westcott

1425 04-Aug ??? TBA

1426 11-Aug Clever Trevor CT-Assembly room

14?? ??-Aug Ever-Ready TBA

1427 18-Aug Made Marlon The mint

1428 25-Aug JArthur Send/Ripley

Hares Required!! See T-Total

Job Interview 'Killer Question'
WHAT DID HE SAY?

He simply answered: "I would give the car keys to my old
friend,and let him take the lady to the hospital. I would stay
behind and wait for the bus with the woman of my dreams."

Sometimes, we gain more if we are able to give up our stub-
born thought limitations. Never forget to "Think Outside of
the Box."

However, the correct (Hasher's) answer is ..
Run the old lady over and put her out of her misery, shag the
perfect woman against the bus stop and drive off with
the old friend for some beer.

Run 1422

Date 14-Jul-02

Hare Tosser

Venue  Totshbag, (Bagshott)

On On Windle Brook (was Hero
of Inkerman)

SSA New: 47 D3  Old: 45 D2

OS (187)  126458

Gibber offers to buy “A” pint - to much cheering!


